


 

 

Response: United Energy are not relying upon this exemption for the removal of roadside native 
vegetation in Long Island Drive. Rather, a permit is being sought for the removal of this vegetation. 
Please refer to the Town Planning Report for a discussion on the relevant planning controls. In 
addition, the Native Vegetation Removal Report included with the Biodiversity Assessment has been 
amended to reflect this.   

b. Identification of any easements that intersect with the site and an assessment of potential 
impacts on the operation of these easements.  

Response: There is only one easement which is relevant to this proposal. This is shown as ‘Easement 
E-2’ on page 1 of the Siting Plans (Version 1).  Easement details are discussed further in the Town 
Planning Report (Version 2) and also contained in the copy of the Land Title provided with the permit 
application.  

2. Amended Development Plans for the proposal to include: 
a. A Siting Plan showing the layout and details of the proposed use and development 
including: 

i. Dimensioned plans and elevations of the proposal. Elevations should show the height of 
proposed power poles and whether these vary depending on their location. 

ii. Clear identification of which poles are being removed, relocated or newly constructed. 

iii. Setbacks of power poles from the road carriageway and nearby dwellings. 

iv. Existing native vegetation on the site, including vegetation proposed to be removed. 

b. Plans showing lot boundaries and title details of the lots comprising the subject site, 
including existing easements that intersect with the site.  

Response:  The above details to address points 2a i – iv and 2b have been illustrated on the included 
Siting Plans (Version 1, dated 12/04/2022).  

It is noted that there are no nearby dwellings and as such, distances from dwellings have not been 
included.  

3. Amended Native Vegetation Assessment to include: 
a. Evidence of the written agreement between the applicant and the Secretary to DELWP 
allowing the applicant to rely on the “Utility Installations’ exemption under Clause 52.17-7.  

Response: A copy of the agreement from the Secretary to DELWP is provided with this response 
letter, however it is noted above that Untied Energy are not relying on this exemption. Rather, the 
‘Lopping and Pruning‘ exemption is applicable for minor pruning of overhanging vegetation not 
located within the road reserve, whilst approval to remove the other native roadside grasses is being 
applied for as part of the application.  

i. The submitted Native Vegetation Removal Report states “Powercor has a written agreement 
with the secretary to DELWP under the Utility Installations exemption-procedure for the 
removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.” Clarification is also sought as to 
whether the author intended to refer to United Energy, instead of Powercor. 

Response: The Native Vegetation Removal Report intended to refer to United Energy, not Powercor. 
This has been amended. As noted however, this exemption is not being relied upon, rather the 
‘Lopping and Pruning’ exemption is applicable, and all other vegetation removal has been included as 
a permit requirement.   



 

 

b. An assessment discussing whether a planning permit is required for the pruning of native 
vegetation within road reserves, including the exemptions being relied upon. 

Response: The ‘Lopping and Pruning’ exemption is being utilised for minor pruning to native 
vegetation within 22 Barclay Crescent (the substation site) and 35 Cemetery Road. There is native 
vegetation (trees) growing within these properties which overhang into the road reserve. It is 
acknowledged that the ‘Lopping and Pruning’ exemption does not apply to vegetation established 
within the road reserve, however given that the tree trunks and the majority of the tree limbs are 
located within private property, this exemption is applicable.   

It is noted that this exemption does not apply to the small patch of native grass located in the road 
reserve of Long Island Drive, as this vegetation is on the roadside. As such, this small section cannot 
rely on the exemption and approval is being sought to remove this small patch of native vegetation.  

Notwithstanding the above pruning exemption, the “Utility Installations” exemption could also be relied 
upon to remove the small patch of roadside vegetation when undertaken in accordance with the 
agreement of the Secretary to DELWP. However, when undertaking vegetation removal using this 
approval pathway, an application to DELWP still must be submitted and assessed. This would mean 
for this project that there would be two concurrent applications lodged, being one for use and 
development of a utility installation and the other for native vegetation removal. However, rather than 
create multiple approvals for the same project, the permit requirements for vegetation removal have 
been combined with the other permit requirements for use and development. Submitting one 
application which combines all permit requirements, rather than one permit application and one 
‘Utilities Installation’ exemption application is considered a more appropriate approval pathway which 
will avoid multiple permits being issued for the same project. It also allows for all impacts of the works 
to be assessed by the relevant authority. In this instance, combining approval for vegetation removal 
with the use and development of a utility installation allows for DELWP to make an informed 
assessment about the impacts of the new utility installation.  

3. MORNINGTON PENINSULA SHIRE REQUEST  

Mornington Peninsula Shire’s request for further information is reproduced bold below. A response is 
provided below each point 

Detail the offset of the power poles from the existing traffic lanes, for both traffic poles 
proposed and power poles to be replaced within the area affected by the PAO.  

Response: All pole locations have been detailed on the Siting Plans (Version 1). In summary, two 
poles (LIS 4 and 5) are proposed within the PAO along Barclay Crescent, whilst Poles 3 and 6 are 
proposed near, but not within the PAO along Barclay Crescent. All other poles are located within the 
road reserve which is not affected by the PAO.   

4. COMMENTS FROM MORNINGTON PENINSULA SHIRE 

Along with the formal information request, Mornington Peninsula Shire provided general comments on 
the proposal. A discussion of the points raised is provided below.  

4.1 Section 55 and General Comments 

Mornington Peninsula Shire provided comments relating to suitable offsets of poles from the existing 
roadway in Barclay Crescent in order to facilitate future access treatments to 5 Barclay Crescent.  

Response: It is acknowledged that there are a small number of poles proposed within the PAO. Prior 
to lodging the application, details from Council were sought to determine what the PAOs in the area 
relate to and if any development plans had been prepared which illustrated the future use of the land. 
There were no details available at the time of lodging and United Energy have proceeded with the 






